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IN this series, I have described an application that lets you
manipulate CICS System Definition file (CSD)

resources from a Windows environment. More than just
detailing the application, the main goal of this series is to
shed some light on the various programming techniques that
make it work. As this application bridges the main-
frame and the PC, it could be considered in
some ways a meeting of two worlds — the
old and the new.

In Part I, I concentrated on the
TCP/IP link, which allows infor-
mation to be passed from the
Windows component to the main-
frame server. This involved
examining coding techniques in
both mainframe Assembler and
Visual C++. In this concluding
article, I will be looking exclusively
at the Windows part of the applica-
tion and I will concentrate on the
Visual C++ code, which displays the
Resource data. I did all of my development
using Microsoft C++ Version 6.0.

The following steps were required within the PC application:

1. Read CSD data from the TCP/IP link and write to a
temporary file.

2. Create CTree structure from data in temporary file.
3. Link CTree items to dialogs with pop-up menu.
4. Create dialogs to allow changes to Resource data.

MIGHTY OAKS FROM LITTLE ACORNS GROW

The main advantage of displaying the CICS CSD
Resource data in a Windows environment is that you can

do this by using a Graphical User Interface (GUI). One of
the most powerful tools of this interface is the Tree structure
that we are all well aware of from Windows Explorer. The
CSD file is where CICS holds its Resource information for
definitions of programs, transactions, files, and all the

other entities that can be defined to CICS. This
information is arranged within Lists, Groups

and Resource Types. Effectively, this cre-
ates a four-level hierarchical database.

Such an arrangement, similar to a
directory structure, is ideal for a
Tree display.

The C++ CTreeCtrl Class is the
basis of the display shown in
Figure 1. This Class is an extremely
powerful object that requires very
little code within your program in

order to make available to the user
some simple but effective ways of dis-

playing the data. The user can select,
deselect, expand, or condense items by

clicking the mouse at certain points. Like
many Dialog controls, it automatically sets up vertical

and horizontal scrolling.
I created my Tree within a dialog, so the first step was to

insert it into the dialog from the dialog editor.
As Figure 2 demonstrates, the basic style of CTree is

shown on creation. As you can see, the Tree analogy is
extended to the naming of the lowest level item — leaves
grow on trees. If you right-click on the inserted control and
then select “Properties,” you can alter the way the controls
are displayed to the user. In fact, there is a bewildering array
of Styles, More Styles and Extended Styles. You have to
wonder what name they would have come up with for a
fourth set — perhaps Ultimate Styles?
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I decided to use “Has Buttons,” which
means that each point that can be expanded
includes a little box with a plus or minus to
denote its status. In addition, I selected
“Has Lines,” which draw lines between
related items in the hierarchy. Finally, I also
chose “Full Row Select,” which allows an
item to be selected anywhere within its hor-
izontal line rather than asking the user to
point the mouse directly to the item.
Having done the cosmetic work, I needed
to use the Class Wizard to create a control
variable for the Tree, which acts as the link
to my program code.

Now, finally, I am getting to the part
about the acorns. The fact is that you
need very little user program code to cre-
ate the final display in Tree format. The
input information for this display is the
CSD data, which has been transferred
from the mainframe, and I have placed in
a simple homegrown database. Therefore,
the code in Figure 3 reads the data and
inserts it into a structure that mirrors the
eventual display.

As you can see, one function adds items
to the structure. This function, InsertItem,
includes three parameters in the form that I
have used. The first contains the item to be
inserted and the second a pointer to its par-
ent (or zero if it is a first level item or “root”
item). The third and final parameter is a
pointer to the item after which this one is to
be placed (or zero if it is to be placed after
the last item). This function also returns a
pointer to the item just inserted so this can
then be used when inserting its children.
Therefore, these few statements are all that
you need to generate the display of data in
the Tree structure.

THE MISSING LINK

As I said in Part I, I am comparatively
new to coding in C++. Each time I need to
include a new feature in an application, I
have to figure out how to do it. Usually, the
C++ helps are very obliging and often
include a “How To Do” section. It was easy
to visualize what I needed here. The user
would point the mouse at an item in the
structure, right-click and magically a pop-
up menu would appear, as shown in Figure
4, allowing a number of functions such as
Amend, New, Delete etc., to appear. This
menu would then link to a dialog, passing it
the name of the Resource that the user had
clicked on.
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FIGURE 2: CREATION OF BASIC CTREECTRL 

HTREEITEM hList, hGroup, hSubGroup;

strInput = MyFile.GetFirstIndex();
while (strInput != “”)  
{ 

hList = m_ctlGroups.InsertItem(strInput,0,0);
strSave = MyFile.GetChildIndex();
while (strSave != “”)
{

strInput = MyFile.GetFirstData();       
while (strInput != strSave) strInput = MyFile.GetNextData();
hGroup = m_ctlGroups.InsertItem(strInput,hList,0);
strInput = MyFile.GetChildData();
while (strInput != “”)
{

Continued on page 34.

FIGURE 3: BUILDING THE TREE HIERARCHY 

FIGURE 1: THE RESOURCE STRUCTURE 
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Creating the menu was easy, and the
only difference in creating a standard
menu for a View is that you must denote it
as a pop-up. To do this, right-click on the
menu header and click on the “View as
Pop-up” item.

In order to allow the right-click to be
picked up, I needed to go to the Class
Wizard and create a Message Map link
between my CTree object and the message
NM_RCLICK. From this, I created a new
function, which I called OnRclickTree1.
This function contains the code to actually
display the menu. The first thing this func-
tion does is to determine where it is being
called from in terms of its position on the
screen or, more importantly, within the Tree
structure. It does this by performing
GetWindowRect for the CTree and then
performing GetCursorPos for the screen
itself. You can determine the relative point
within the Tree by subtracting one from the
other. Next, you can use the function
HitTest to obtain a pointer to the selected
Tree item and read its contents using
GetItemText.

In Figure 5 the pop-up menu is dis-
played using LoadMenu followed by
TrackPopupMenu; this actually defines
the position of the menu by passing the
cursor position obtained at the start of the
function. This is not only easy, but it is
very effective!

The only things missing from the pop-
up menu are the final destinations for its
sub-functions. You can determine these by
using Message Maps in Class Wizard to
link each item’s Resource ID to a newly
created function.
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hSubGroup = m_ctlGroups.InsertItem(strInput,hGroup,0);
strInput = MyFile.GetChildData();
while (strInput != “”)
{

m_ctlGroups.InsertItem(strInput,hSubGroup,0);
strInput = MyFile.GetNextData();

}
strInput = MyFile.GetNextData();

}
strSave = MyFile.GetNextIndex();

}
strInput = MyFile.GetNextIndex();

}

FIGURE 3: CONTINUED 

FIGURE 4: POP-UP MENU FOR RESOURCE MAINTENANCE 

CMenu menu ;
HTREEITEM hItem1, hItem2;   
UINT uFlags = TVHT_ONITEM;
CPoint pt, ptInTree ;
CRect MyRect;

m_ctlGroups.GetWindowRect(&MyRect);

GetCursorPos ( &pt ) ;
ptInTree.x = pt.x - MyRect.left;
ptInTree.y = pt.y - MyRect.top;

hItem1 = m_ctlGroups.HitTest(ptInTree,&uFlags);
if (hItem1 != NULL) m_ctlGroups.SelectItem(hItem1);

hItem1 = m_ctlGroups.GetSelectedItem(); 
Work.m_strListName = m_ctlGroups.GetItemText(hItem1);

VERIFY(menu.LoadMenu(IDR_RESMENU));
CMenu* pPopup = menu.GetSubMenu ( 0 ) ;
ASSERT(pPopup != NULL);
pPopup->TrackPopupMenu ( TPM_LEFTALIGN | TPM_RIGHTBUTTON,

pt.x, pt.y, AfxGetMainWnd() ) ;
pPopup->DestroyMenu ();

FIGURE 5: FUNCTION TO DISPLAY POP-UP MENU 
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THE END OF THE ROAD

If the user invokes the pop-up menu from
the Resources structure, then this will dis-
play a dialog screen where he or she can
create, amend or even delete the Resources.

For the sake of validity, CICS strictly
controls the components of a CSD
Resource. For instance, Program Language
must be COBOL, Assembler, LE370, C,
PL1 or RPG. Portuguese is not a valid lan-
guage! If you were checking this input in a
CICS program, you would need to take
into account that the user could key in vir-
tually anything. Using a dialog, it is fairly
simple to ensure that only valid entries are
selected. Radio buttons, check boxes and
list boxes are all used to ensure that the
users can only select the options presented
to them. Many of the CSD options are in
the form of YES or NO alternatives. Any
variation of these two choices is easily
accommodated with a check box where the
Dialog asks the question and the user will
check the box for YES or leave it
unchecked for NO. You can easily preload
the default prior to displaying the dialog. If
there are more than two options, you may
wish to use radio buttons to display them.
Like a car radio, the user can see all of the
buttons, but can only make one selection at
a time. However, radio buttons can use up
a lot of space on the dialog. Moreover, if
this becomes a problem, or if you need
more than three or four options, you may
wish to use a list box.

In the dialog in Figure 6, I have used a
list box for several of the input fields such
as Language. The user can only select one

of the entries preloaded into the drop-
down list. The list is created within the
Dialog Editor with static entries. You can
dynamically alter or create the entire list
from within the program, however, if you
know the entries in advance, it is much
easier just to key them in as part of the
Dialog Editor. The size of the drop-down

list that is displayed at any one time can
also be set in the editor and scrolling con-
trols are automatically created if required.
In my application, most of the validation
could be done using one of these three
methods. The only exception was where
two input fields were mutually exclusive.
In this case, it was necessary to write code
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CConnection * m_pmodelessdlg = NULL; 

m_pmodelessdlg = new CConnection;
m_pmodelessdlg->m_strMessage = “Building Resource Information”;
m_pmodelessdlg->Create(IDD_CONNECTION, NULL);

FIGURE 8: CODE TO INVOKE CONNECTION DIALOG

FIGURE 7: CONNECTION DIALOG 

FIGURE 6: DIALOG FOR A PROGRAM RESOURCE 
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within the program. This code is best
included in the form of a Dialog Data
Validation (DDV) routine which is made
part of the Dialog’s DoDataExchange rou-
tine. If you look at a DoDataExchange
function, which is automatically generated
for you, then you will see a series of DDX
function calls, which correspond to each
piece of data on the Dialog Form. The
Dialog Data Exchange (DDX) works as a
channel between the Dialog and the pro-
gram. You may also see DDV calls. These
will immediately follow the related DDX.
These call a function, which you can code
and make part of your application. The
DDV can pass the input for this control
and other data into the validation function.
If the function detects an error, it needs to
call the Fail function of CDataExchange
and then the Dialog will highlight the
error and force the user to re-enter the data
until it is valid.

JUST HANGING AROUND

My application needed one more type of
dialog. There are points in the logic where I

need to converse with the mainframe either
to get some data or to pass changed data.
Depending on the speed of the communica-
tion link, this could take several seconds or
longer. As in most PC applications, the user
expects an instant response. In this situation,
it would be a good idea to warn the user that
a delay may occur. Therefore, I created the
dialog shown in Figure 7.

This dialog is very basic and contains two
pieces of static text. The second text string
has been set up with Xs. It will have a control
variable attached to it so that the application
can dynamically move text prior to displaying
it in order to indicate the exact reason for the
connection. Notice there is no OK or CAN-
CEL button, as this dialog will not require
user intervention. It will simply appear for the
duration of the transfer and then disappear. If
I wanted to improve this dialog, I would add
a Progress control, but that is a job for later!
One final point on the creation of the dialog:
You need to check the Visible style as part of
the dialog’s properties, otherwise it will not
be displayed correctly.

You can use the code in Figure 8 to dis-
play the dialog from the application. Once

the data has been transferred, the following
code will ensure that the dialog vanishes
and any resources are freed:

m_pmodelessdlg->DestroyWindow();
m_pmodelessdlg = NULL;

CONCLUSION

I hope that this series has encouraged
those of you who would like to start coding
in C++ to just give it a try. Good luck!  
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www.dominosoftware.co.uk.
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